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ABSTRACT

The tumorigenic potential of pre-B-cells at different stages of Abelson
murine leukemia virus-induced transformation was determined. Cell lines
with low growth potential in liquid culture were found (a) to have a dose-
dependent growth requirement for conditioned medium obtained from
bone marrow cultures, (b) to have low colony-forming ability in semisolid
medium in the absence of conditioned medium, and (<â€¢)to be nontumori-
genic when inoculated into syngeneic mice. Culture of the factor-depend
ent cells in vitro leads to the emergence of factor-independent variants,
which eventually dominate the population by overgrowth. Cell lines that
acquired a factor-independent phenotype were able to form colonies in
semisolid medium and form tumors when inoculated into syngeneic mice.
These results suggest that Abelson murine leukemia virus is sufficient to
initiate transformation in the infected cell but that an additional genetic
alteration is needed to confer tumorigenicity.

INTRODUCTION

The infection of bone marrow cells with A-MuLV4 in vitro

has been reported to result in a transformation frequency of up
to 60 colonies/106 cells (1). Transformed cell colonies are
distinguished by these characteristics: (a) A-MuLV was re
quired for the generation of a colony; (b) permanent cell lines
can be derived from the isolated colonies; and (c) these A-
MuLV-infected cell lines are tumorigenic following i.p. inocu
lation into syngeneic mice (2-4). These studies suggested that
A-MuLV is sufficient to transform a cell in a one-step process.

In contrast, results from an alternate in vitro transformation
system with A-MuLV suggest that there may be two stages in
transformation (4-6). Cell lines isolated after infection of
Whitlock-Witte cultures (which support B-lymphopoiesis) with
A-MuLV yield infected cells which grow poorly in vitro in the
absence of bone marrow feeder layers or conditioned medium
obtained from these feeder layers. The factor-dependent cells,
which become factor independent when cultured in vitro, now
represent the second stage of transformation. Both the factor-
dependent and factor-independent cell lines obtained from
Whitlock-Witte cultures form tumors upon transfer into syn
geneic mice (4, 5). Thus, this definition of two stages in trans
formation may only be a characteristic of the in vitro culture
system employed.

These two sets of results pose some questions. While A-
MuLV is required for the initiation of transformation of bone
marrow cells (7, 8), does A-MuLV cause transformation in a
single-step process with freshly isolated bone marrow cells but
not cells from Whitlock-Witte cultures? Further, it remains
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unclear if transformants isolated from liquid culture in Whit
lock-Witte cultures possess the same growth potentials in vivo
and in vitro as bone marrow cells plated in agarose. Do differ
ences in in vitro growth characteristics correlate with tumori
genicity? The present study follows a clone of cells isolated
from agarose shortly after infection of bone marrow cells with
A-MuLV and measures the growth potential of the clone and
its subclones at several times, defining sequential stages of
transformation in vitro. We relate the ability of the cells to grow
in a factor-independent manner in vitro with tumorigenic po

tential.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Culture of Cell Lines. Cell lines were derived from colonies which
arose in agarose after bone marrow cells were infected with A-MuLV
and then plated in a transformation culture supplemented with condi
tioned media from Whitlock-Witte cultures and ANN-1 cell cultures.
Colonies were dispersed in RPMI 1640 medium (15% FBS, v/v)
supplemented with 10-15% (v/v) of each conditioned medium, and the
cells were fed every 2 days with fresh medium or they were subcultured
in fresh medium. Cell density was maintained between 1x10* and 1
x IO6 viable cells/well. The cells which emerged from "crisis" (after

approximately 4 to 8 weeks in culture) were kept at lower densities,
which ranged from 1 x IO3to 1 x IO5viable cells/well.

Limiting Dilution Analysis of Cell Clones. Cells assayed by limiting
dilution were diluted in either RPMI 1640 medium (5% FBS, v/v) or
RPMI 1640 medium which was supplemented with conditioned me
dium (see figure legends). A concentration of 5% (v/v) FBS was em
ployed in the assays (certain batches of FBS have growth promotion
activity at higher concentrations).5 The cells were aliquoted in 50-^1

volumes into the wells of Terasaki Monoclonal Cluster trays (Costar
No. 3560; Costar, Cambridge, MA), and on days 2 and 4 of the culture
period an additional 50 /il of fresh medium were added to each well.
When isolating subclones, which required several weeks of culture,
approximately 50 Â¿ilof spent medium were removed from each well
prior to the addition of 50 ^1 of fresh medium every 2 days. The trays
were incubated at an angle (15 degrees) at 37Â°Cin the presence of 5%

C02.
Wells were visually assessed for cell growth with an inverted phase-

contrast microscope on day 5 of culture. A well positive for cell growth
had at least a 3-fold increase in cell number at the end of the 5-day
culture period. Further, at least one third of the cells present in a well
were viable blasts in a positive culture.

Data Analysis. The best-fitting regression line was calculated (least
squares methods), and the goodness of fit was tested with \ ' analysis

(9). The frequency of cells within each clone capable of growth was
determined by interpolation from the response when In F0 = 0.37 or
from the regression line. The 95% confidence intervals were obtained
from published tables (9).

Assay in Semisolid Media. The cells were suspended in RPMI 1640
medium with 5% (v/v) FBS. Where indicated, the RPMI 1640 medium
was supplemented with conditioned medium obtained from Whitlock-
Witte cultures. Petri dishes (35 mm) were coated with medium-agarose
(0.25% Sigma Type VI; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO), and cells
were added in 2-ml volumes of medium-agarose. Colonies were counted
with the aid of a stereomicroscope (magnification, x 2.5-10) after 10
to 20 days.

Analysis of Cell DNA. Southern blotting procedures were performed

5G. J. Palumbo. B. W. Ozanne, and J. R. Kettman. unpublished data.
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MULTISTAGE NATURE OF ABELSON VIRUS TRANSFORMATION

on high molecular weight cellular DNA. The probe pABlsub9 (10) was
used to identify A-MuLV sequences and those Moloney murine leuke
mia virus sequences which it also contains. The probe pJ3J4 (11) was
used to analyze the immunoglobulin heavy chain locus, and the probe
pJkCk (12) was used to analyze the immunoglobulin * locus. Restriction
fragments which were bound by the radiolabeled probe were visualized
by autoradiography.

RESULTS

The cell lines employed were derived from cell colonies which
formed in agarose after bone marrow cells were infected with
A-MuLV. After 5 to 7 days in culture, each of the cell colonies
entered a period of crisis, which lasted from 4 to 8 weeks.
Approximately 70% of the cell colonies never emerged from
crisis and were lost. The surviving colonies of "transformed
cells" exhibited different growth characteristics from those pre

viously reported (1) and formed cell lines. This suggests that
(a) transformation of a cell by A-MuLV is unlikely to be a
single-step process and (b) only rare cells within a population
of A-MuLV-infected and proliferating cells become trans
formed to the point of continuous in vitro growth.

Cell Lines Vary in Their Ability to Grow in Liquid Culture.
The adaptation of primary tumor cells of lymphoid or hema-
topoietic origin to in vitro growth is ill defined. Crisis for the
cells isolated from colonies were marked by a decrease in the
cell viability and cell number (data not shown). This implies
that the cells were adapting to in vitro growth through selective
pressure. One possible explanation for the crisis period is that
the removal of the cell colonies from agarose separates the
growing cells from adjacent accessory cells which provide
growth factors. To test this hypothesis, limiting dilution anal
yses were performed to determine the frequencies of cells in the
surviving cell lines that were capable of growth in the presence
or absence of conditioned media.

The results obtained from the analyses of eight clones (Fig.
1) can be summarized as follows. First, there was interclonal
variation in the fraction of cells which grew in the absence of
conditioned media, indicating that different clones possess dif
ferent "growth potentials" in vitro. Second, three of the eight

clones exhibited increases in the frequency of responding cells
(cells that grew) when cultured in media conditioned by
Whitlock-Witte cultures. This result indicates that two growth
phenotypes exist in the cell lines, factor-dependent cells, which
grow only in the presence of a factor(s) present in the condi
tioned media used during infection of the bone marrow cells
with A-MuLV, and factor-independent cells. The third impor
tant result was that all of the regression lines in the limiting
dilution analysis for the above clones were linear by x2 analysis

(P > 0.05), suggesting that the growth of each cell is a simple
process; that is, the culture conditions employed satisfy those
cells' requirements for growth. Based on these results, we

suggest that the factor-dependent cells may not be fully trans
formed, and we refer to the factor-dependent clones as being
transformation initiated.

Factor-dependent Cells Are Pre-B-Cells. Studies were under
taken to determine the lineage of the transformation-initiated
clones. When the cells were analyzed by flow cytometry for
expression of surface molecules, all of the clones were found to
express B220, but none of them expressed detectable amounts
of immunoglobulin (surface or cytoplasmic) or IA (data not
shown). Examination of the immunoglobulin heavy and light
chain loci of a single clone and its subclones for the presence
of rearrangements showed that all of the cell lines had rear-
rangments in their heavy chain locus, and none had re-
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Fig. 1. Limiting dilution analyses of transformation-initiated cell lines of bone
arrow origin. Cells from eight clones were diluted and cultured in RPMI 1640
medium (5% FBS, v/v) ( ) or in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with both
Whitlock-Witte culture-conditioned medium (10%, v/v) and ANN-1-conditioned
medium (10%. v/v) ( ). Cell proliferation was assessed after 5 days of culture
with an inverted phase-contrast microscope. The curves for each assay were
generated by linear regression (least squares method), and each was then tested
for linearity by x2 analysis. Since the null hypothesis for linearity was not rejected
(p > 0.05), the linear regression curves were plotted. Each point represents the
data obtained for 60 culture wells.

arrangements in their K(and X) light chain loci (Fig. 2). Other
cell lines also had rearrangements in only their immunoglobulin
heavy chain locus (data not shown). Taken together, the phe-
notype and genotype data for most cell lines were consistent
with a pre-B-cell. The high frequency of rearrangements for
clone 52A4.4 and its subclones suggests that the parent cell
infected initially with virus may have been an earlier precursor.

Subclones of Transformation-initiated Cells Vary in Their
Ability to Grow in Liquid Culture. To assess the growth potential
of factor-dependent cell lines, subclones were isolated from
wells that had been seeded with 1 or less cells/well and where
less than 30% of the wells contained growing cells at day 5 of
culture. Under these circumstances, less than 5% of the cells
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Table 1 Growth potential of subclones derived from two transformation-initiated
cell clones
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A.
Kb
8.5 â€”¿�

3.2â€”

2.3â€”

rCinininmcDoo
Clone52A4.452C4.1SubcloneG7G12G13G15G19G21H21H23Frequency

ofgrowing
cellsWcplÂ«;in

Conditionedculture"
RPMI 1640*medium'92324232323279

<2424:349'

1:10:233'
":3:69d:37':8:1000':17':2:4:10i:3:8:10:3:1Growth

factordependent++_+++-++-

" Time period clones or subclones were cultured continuously after initiation
of transformation by A-MuLV and isolation of cell colonies from agarose.
Approximately 14 to 18 weeks after isolation of a subclone there were sufficient
cells for assay.

* The frequency of cells that grew was interpolated from In Fa = 0.37 or from

the regression line (e) when the cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium.
'The frequency of cells that grew when cells were cultured in RPMI 1640

medium supplemented with both Whitlock-Witte culture- and ANN-1-condi
tioned medium (10%, v/v, each).

d Frequency could not be determined because data were nonlinear (semilog

plot).

B.
6.4â€” -ÃŒ-

Fig. 2. Rearrangement status of the immunoglobulin heavy chain and X light
chain loci. The DNAs from the indicated cell line and its subclones were cleaved
with either Xbal (A) or both EcoRl and BamH\ (B). The restriction fragments
were hybridized with either pJ,J4 (A) or pJkCk (B).

isolated from wells and seeded in culture survived and formed
cell lines. Each of the subclones was then reanalyzed by limiting
dilution for factor-dependent or factor-independent growth.

The results of the analysis of growth at limiting dilution for
subclones of the factor-dependent parent clones 52A4.4 and
52C4.1 are summarized in Table 1. Most of the isolated sub-

clones died; they were presumably factor dependent. Three of
the eight surviving subclones were found to be factor independ
ent. This indicates that a transformation-initiated clone gener
ates both factor-dependent cells and factor-independent prog
eny. A similar result is found when daughter cells of factor-
dependent subclones are isolated and analyzed by limiting di
lution (Table 2). Factor-independent cells which arise from a
factor-dependent cell line are stable and apparently have a
growth advantage in culture.

Transformation-initiated Cells Contain Abelson Provirus. Al
though the cell lines assessed for growth were obtained from
colonies which arose in agarose, there was no proof the cells
were derived from a single A-MuLV-infected cell. To determine
if our cell populations were infected with A-MuLV and clonal,

the virus integration pattern of the different cell lines was
analyzed by Southern's procedure (13). To establish the pres

ence of an A-MuLV provirus, cellular DNA was cleaved with
Kpn\ (14). Provirus was found in the transformation-initiated

cells and their subclones (Fig. 3). In order to establish clonality
of the parent clone 52A4.4 and its subclones, each cell's DNA

was digested with the restriction endonuclease Hindlll. This
latter enzyme cleaves at restriction sites located in the cellular

Table 2 Overgrowth of factor-dependent cells by factor-independent cells is
responsible for progression

The subclones G7 and G19 of clone 52A4.4 were isolated by limiting dilution.
The subclone G7 was further subcloncd by limiting dilution, and subclones G7.1
and G7.13 are its daughter clones.

Weeks
of

Clone Subcloneculture"52A4.4

G723272929.530G7.1

4547G7.13

424452A4.4

G19 23242424.5252626.527Weeks

of
culture since
subcloningFrequency014182020.5211820151714151515.5161717.518333*:33J:12":12*:16':15":3:24":3:37":49":37":18":9:5:2:2

" Number of weeks of continuous culture since isolation of parent clone 52A4.4

from agarose in a transformation assay.
* Number of weeks of continuous culture since subcloning occurred.
' The frequency of growth factor-independent cells in the population was

determined from In Fa = 0.37 or from the regression line (d).

DNA flanking the integrated provirus (14, 15), and each single
and random integration of the provirus into a single cell should
generate a unique restriction fragment. All of the subclones of
clone 52A4.4 contained a single identical provirus (Fig. 3).
Other clones isolated from agarose were also analyzed for
provirus integration, and all have different sites of integration
based on the size of the restriction endonuclease fragments.5

Thus, the site of provirus integration is apparently independent
of the growth phenotype exhibited by the clones or their sub-
clones.

Conditioned Medium from Whitlock-Witte Cultures Contains
the Growth-promoting Activity. To identify the source of the
growth factor(s) present in Whitlock-Witte culture- and/or
ANN-1-conditioned media and to examine the relationship
between concentration of the conditioned media and the fre
quency of cells that grew, the cell line G19, which is a subclone
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Fig. 3. Analysis of previrus DNA contained in transformation-initiated cell
lines. The DNAs were isolated from the indicated cell lines and were cleaved with
Kpnl or Hindl\\. The DNAs were electrophoresed through a 0.8% agarose gel,
blotted, and hybridized with the plasmid pABlSub9. The subclones of clone
52A4.4 (G5. G7, and G19) and three subclones of G7 (G7.1, G7.9. and G7.13)
were all isolated through limiting dilution at an input of 1 cell/well or less, c, c-
aW-specific DNA restriction fragments; v, v-aW-specific DNA restriction frag
ments.

of the factor-dependent clone 52A4.4, was employed. The G19
cells were aliquoted in RPMI 1640 medium or RPMI 1640
medium supplemented with varying concentrations of (a) both
Whitlock-Witte culture- and ANN-1-conditioned media, (b)
Whitlock-Witte culture-conditioned medium alone, or (c)
ANN-1-conditioned medium alone. All of the regression lines
of the semilog plots obtained from this limiting dilution analysis
were linear for every cell culture condition (data not shown).

The cloning efficiency of the G19 cells increased in response
only to an increase in the concentration of Whitlock-Witte
culture-conditioned medium (Fig. 4). Moreover, with each in
crease in the concentration of Whitlock-Witte culture-condi
tioned medium there was a concomitant increase in the number
of cells/responding clone. (The burst size data are not shown.)
In contrast, G19 cells did not proliferate in response to varying
amounts of interleukin 1, interleukin 2, interleukin 3, or inter-

leukin 4 (data not shown). In conclusion, culture of G19 cells
in the presence of the growth-promoting factor in Whitlock-
Witte culture-conditioned medium leads to increases in both
the frequency of cells which proliferate and the proliferative
rate of the growing cells.

The growth of factor-dependent cells in semisolid medium
also establishes the presence of a growth-promoting activity.
The G19 cells with a 10% colony-forming efficiency were plated
in agarose. There was an increase in the number of colony-
forming G19 cells in semisolid medium in response to increases
in the concentration of Whitlock-Witte culture-conditioned
medium (Fig. 5). There was an increase both in the number of
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Fig. 4. Effects of varying concentrations of conditioned media on the cloning

efficiency of the G19 cell line in liquid culture. The frequency of growing G19
cells was determined for each cell culture condition, and each frequency was then
converted to a percentage (cloning efficiency), which was plotted as a function of
the concentration of each conditioned medium. The RPMI 1640 medium was
supplemented with both Whitlock-Witte culture- and ANN-1 cell culture-condi
tioned media (D), Whitlock-Witte culture-conditioned medium alone (A), or
ANN-1 cell culture-conditioned medium alone (â€¢).

proliferating colonies and the rate of proliferation in each
colony. Similar results were found for other factor-dependent
cell lines.

Factor-dependent Cells Progress to a Factor-independent Phe-
notype. During culture over a 7-week period, three of the factor-
dependent clones, 52A4.4, 52B5.8, and 52C4.1, shifted from
cell populations which were predominantly factor dependent to
those which were factor independent. Although transformation-
initiated clones exhibited a progression to factor independence,
both the time frame and the mechanism of the process were
unclear. To address these issues, the fraction of cells that were
able to grow in the absence of Whitlock-Witte culture-condi
tioned medium was determined for two 52A4.4 subclones, G7
and G19, by performing limiting dilution analyses over a 47-
week period.

Eight measurements of the frequency of factor-independent
cells in the G19 cell population were made (Table 2). A plot of
the cloning efficiency, i.e., the percentage of factor-independent
cells within the cell population, as a function of the number of
weeks G19 was in culture yields a curve consistent with an
exponential function (Fig. 6). This result is consistent with the
hypothesis that the rapid progression (3.5 weeks) of the cell
population from factor dependence to factor independence is
simply the overgrowth of the factor-dependent cells by factor-
independent cells. The shift to factor independence correlates
with an increasing capacity of the same cells to form colonies
in agar (data not shown).

The factor-dependent phenotype can be prolonged through
repeated subcloning of a factor-dependent cell population. The
G7 subclone of clone 52A4.4 was factor dependent through the
30th week of culture, i.e., 30 weeks after the isolation of its
parent clone (52A4.4) from the transformation assay. The
frequency of G7 cells which were factor independent increased
within the population of cells during the last 7 weeks of the
culture period (Table 2). Through the subcloning of G7, how
ever, two of its subclones, G7.1 and G7.13, exhibited a factor
dependence through week 45 of culture.

Transformation-initiated Line Fails to Form Tumors in Syn-
geneic Mice. It has been previously observed that tumors rapidly
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Fig. 5. Increase in the number of G19 col
onies in semisolid medium in response to an
increase in the concentration of conditioned
medium obtained from Whitlock-Witte cul
tures. Photographs of G19 colonies which
arose in RPMI 1640 medium (A and B) or in
RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10%
(v/v) (C and D), 20% (v/v) (E and F), or 40%
(v/v) (C and //) Whitlock-Witte culture-con
ditioned medium are shown. Magnification of
photographs A, C, E. and G is x 2.5, while
photographs B, D, F, and H are magnified x
25.

develop in syngeneic mice which receive an i.p. injection of cells
transformed by A-MuLV (16-18). Because the cells used in
earlier studies produced infectious A-MuLV, it remains unclear
if tumorigenic potential is a measurement related only to the
inoculated cells or to virus shed by the cells. The latter compli
cation was avoided by selecting a factor-independent cell line
(clone 15.2AH) and an early passage factor-dependent cell line
(clone 52A4.4) and three of its subclones which did not produce
detectable amounts of infectious A-MuLV in vitro. A summary
of the growth characteristics of the clones and subclones used
in this analysis is listed in Table 3.

To determine if there is a relationship between tumorigenic
potential of the A-MuLV-infected cell lines and the growth of
the cells in vitro, the selected cell lines with distinct growth
phenotypes were inoculated i.p. into syngeneic mice at a wide
range of doses. Two novel results were obtained, (a) An A-
MuLV-infected pre-B-cell line (an early isolate of clone 52A4.4)

which is factor dependent in vitro is not tumorigenic6 in syn

geneic mice (Fig. 7). The inability of clone 52A4.4 to form
tumors in vivo is unlikely to be an inherent defect in the cell
line, since its factor-independent subclones G5 and G7 and its
factor-dependent subclone GÃ¬9are tumorigenic (Fig. 7). Of
note, the G19 subclone, which was growth factor dependent,
did form tumors, and it therefore possesses characteristics
described for other rare cell lines (4, 5). Importantly, tumor
cells isolated from bone marrow, spleen, lymph nodes, blood,
and the needle-track tumor mass contain the same pattern of
A-MuLV integration, by Southern blotting procedures, as the
inoculated cells (data not shown), (b) Two patterns of mortality
were found. Mortality was related to either the number of cells
injected (clone 15.2A11 and the 52A4.4 subclone G19) or the

6To ensure that tumors would not arise from provirus rescued in vivo, we

allowed the mice inoculated with clone 52A4.4 to survive for 220 days before
examination.
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Fig. 6. The frequency of factor-independent G19 cells increases with continued
culture in vitro. The frequency of factor-independent G19 cells was determined
(Table 2) and each frequency was then converted to a percentage of the cells
seeded initially (cloning efficiency). Cloning efficiency of the G19 cells is plotted
versus the period of time the cells were in culture.

Table 3 Cloning efficiency in agarose of clone S2A4.4 and its subclones

Clone15.2A11

52A4.4Subclone0G5G7

G19Weeks

of
culture*40

10>52

>52
>52Growth

phenotyperFactor-dependent

Factor-dependent
Factor-independent
Factor-independent
Factor-dependentCFE

(%)"96.8

0.2
47.8
80.3
10.4

" Subclones were obtained from limiting dilution experiments at an input of

less than I cell/well.
* Weeks of continuous culture after isolation of parent clone from agarose in

the transformation assay.
' Factor-independent or factor-dependent growth phenotype in liquid culture.
d Colony-forming efficiency at 1000 cells/Petri dish.

time period after the administration of cells (52A4.4 subclones
G5 and G7). These patterns are likely the result of differences
in the ability of the injected cells to metastasize from the site
of inoculation.7 The tumorigenic potential of cells infected with
A-MuLV correlates, in part, with the ability of the cells to grow
in a factor-independent manner in liquid culture and to form
colonies in semisolid medium.
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Fig. 7. Survival cunes of syngeneic mice which were inoculated with the A-
MuLV-infected cell clones 15.2A11 and 52A4.4 and the 52A4.4 subclones G5,
G7, and G19. Clone 52A4.4 and its subclone G19 were factor dependent, while
clone 15.2A11 and the 52A4.4 subclones G5 and G7 were factor independent
(Table 3). Cell doses ranged from IO2to IO6per mouse in 10-fold increments for
each cell line. Five mice were given injections of each cell dose with the exception
of clone 52A4.4, where 10 animals were used for each cell dose. Shown are the
host survival curves for clone I5.2A11 (A). 52A4.4 (A), G5 (C), G7 (D), and GI9
(Â£)at cell doses of 10'/mouse (â€¢).10'/mouse (A), 104/mouse (â€¢).lO'/mouse

(A), and lOVmouse (O). Because clone 52A4.4 failed to form tumors, only the
survival curve at 10*cells/mouse is shown.

DISCUSSION

We demonstrate that infection of a B-lineage precursor by
A-MuLV is by itself insufficient to rapidly transform the in
fected cell. Transformation of bone marrow cells by A-MuLV
in vitro has at least two stages, illustrated in part by the growth
characteristics exhibited by the cells in vitro. A stage in the
transformation process (transformation-initiated cells) was
identified where the cells are infected with A-MuLV but have
not undergone sufficient change to be tumorigenic (Stage 1).
Stage 1 cells are factor dependent in vitro and they possess
characteristics of an immortalized or preleukemic cell. Upon
continued culture. Stage 1 cells acquire autonomous growth
characteristics and become tumorigenic (Stage 2). This latter
cell type is a transformed cell.

In this study, most of the A-MuLV-infected bone marrow
cells which form colonies in agarose in a transformation assay
are incapable of continued growth. At least 50% of the cell
colonies that arise in a transformation assay are lost due to cell

7G. J. Palumbo. B. W. Ozanne. I. Weissman. and J. R. Kettman. unpublished

data.

death before removal of the colonies from agarose or shortly
thereafter. Another 20 to 30% of all of the clones explanted
into liquid culture never survive the crisis period. The reasons
for the loss of many of the clones are 2-fold. First, the FBS
concentration and FBS lot determine, in part, the frequency of
"transformants" which arise in agarose (I),5 and FBS concen

tration is also crucial for growth of the explanted clones in
liquid culture.5 A suboptimal concentration of FBS (10 to 15%)

was employed in these studies for cell culture, so that the growth
factor-dependent cells could be identified. Second, the amount
of growth-promoting activity present in conditioned medium
obtained from long term bone marrow cultures varies with age
of the cultures and time.5 Taken together, the cells isolated

from agarose were not grown under optimal conditions and,
consequently, the plating efficiency for clones was low, but the
factor-dependent phenotype remained remarkably stable. In
addition, since all of the clones enter crisis, it is likely that all
of the clones, including the factor-independent ones which
emerge from crisis, were at one time factor dependent. Once
the factors which regulate B-cell ontogeny have been identified
and pure preparations of the factors are available, it should be
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possible to examine the growth requirements of the clones at
earlier time points.

The majority of cells within a clone cease to proliferate, as
determined by limiting dilution analysis, and only an infrequent
cell within the clone will form a cell line (Fig. 1 and Tables 1
and 2). The above results suggest that there is a selection process
which results in the transformation of a rare cell within an A-
MuLV-infected cell population. Recent evidence obtained from
the study of mice infected with A-MuLV also suggests that
there is a selection process in vivo which results in the outgrowth
of a "dominant clone," even though many cells are infected

with virus (19). The selection process is not fully understood.
On the one hand, the loss of A-MuLV-infected cells may be
mediated by (a) expression of the virus, which can be lethal for
the infected cell (16,17); (b) environmental factors which inhibit
the growth of cells of B-lineage and, therefore, B-lineage pre
cursors infected with A-MuLV5; or (c) normal cellular processes
which accompany the formation of B-cells from precursors (20).
On the other hand, the establishment of a transformed cell line
may involve alteration in its requirements for growth.

In vitro culture of a factor-dependent cell population leads to

the rapid emergence of an infrequent cell capable of growth in
the absence of Whitlock-Witte culture-conditioned medium
(Table 2 and Fig. 6). The alteration(s) in a cell which leads to
factor independence is unknown. With the acquisition of a
factor-independent phenotype, the cells concomitantly gain the
ability to grow in semisolid medium and form tumors in syn-
geneic mice.

The simplest model of transformation by A-MuLV requires
a proliferating cell and virus and, with expression of the v-abl
oncogene, the cell becomes transformed. Support of this simple
model of transformation is provided by studies utilizing im
mortalized cells. Immortalized cells such as fibroblast cell lines
(21,22) are apparently susceptible to transformation by a single
hit provided through A-MuLV infection.

In contrast, evidence gathered in our study suggests that at
the clonal level the transformation of a B-lineage precursor by
A-MuLV is multistep and possibly requires alterations in the
cell in addition to expression of A-MuLV. A-MuLV initiates
the process of transformation in a cell which requires a growth
factor(s) for its proliferation. These transformation-initiated
cells require a secondary change to confer upon those cells the
tumor archetype. In support of a multi-hit model of transfor
mation are the following observations, (a) The A-MuLV trans
formation-initiated clone 52A4.4 failed to form a tumor in
syngeneic mice (Fig. 7). (b) Studies by others have indicated
that there is no correlation between the expression of the \-abl
oncogene and tumorigenic potential of pre-B-cells (4,23), which
suggests v-abl is not solely responsible for conferring a tumor
archetype, (c) Some A-MuLV-transformed cell lines have lost
the provirus upon passage in vivo (24), which suggests \-abl
oncogene is not required for maintenance of the transformed
state in every cell. Although the exact role that A-MuLV plays
in transformation is unclear, it would appear that there is some
special feature of early B-lineage precursors which renders them
susceptible to transformation (18, 25).
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